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Abstract

Decision making via sequence modeling aims
to mimic the success of language models,
where actions taken by an embodied agent are
modeled as tokens to predict. Despite their
promising performance, it remains unclear if
embodied sequence modeling leads to the emer-
gence of internal representations that represent
the environmental state information. A model
that lacks abstract state representations would
be liable to make decisions based on surface
statistics which fail to generalize. We take the
BabyAI environment, a grid world in which
language-conditioned navigation tasks are per-
formed, and build a sequence modeling Trans-
former, which takes a language instruction, a
sequence of actions, and environmental obser-
vations as its inputs. In order to investigate the
emergence of abstract state representations, we
design a “blindfolded” navigation task, where
only the initial environmental layout, the lan-
guage instruction, and the action sequence to
complete the task are available for training. Our
probing results show that intermediate environ-
mental layouts can be reasonably reconstructed
from the internal activations of a trained model,
and that language instructions play a role in the
reconstruction accuracy. Our results suggest
that many key features of state representations
can emerge via embodied sequence modeling,
supporting an optimistic outlook for applica-
tions of sequence modeling objectives to more
complex embodied decision-making domains.1

1 Introduction

Sequence modeling, the task of predicting the next
symbol based on the given context (e.g., words, pix-
els), is a simple yet versatile objective. Leveraging
this sequence modeling objective and the Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017), language models

1Project webpage and other resources are available at:
https://abstract-state-seqmodel.github.io
∗: First two authors contribute equally. Part of the work was
performed while TY was a student researcher at Google.

have achieved impressive capabilities on various
tasks, such as code writing (Chen et al., 2021b),
mathematical problem solving (Lewkowycz et al.,
2022), and question answering (Sanh et al., 2022).

Motivated by the success of sequence modeling
in language models, decision making via sequence
modeling treats each action of an embodied agent
as a token, and formulates problems traditionally
solved via reinforcement learning (RL) as a se-
quence modeling problem (Chen et al., 2021a; Jan-
ner et al., 2021). Although these models show im-
pressive performance, it remains unclear whether
such embodied sequence modeling leads to the
emergence of internal representations that encode
the structure of the external environment, or rather
that the models simply learn to predict next actions
based on “surface statistics” – correlations that en-
code the likelihood of an action based on the given
contexts. If the latter is true, we would need to
re-examine the underlying reasons for the strong
empirical success of the sequence models. How-
ever, if the sequence models do encode an implicit
world model, it can help us better understand their
effectiveness for decision making tasks.

In this work, we study whether abstract state rep-
resentations emerge in embodied sequence model-
ing. We use the BabyAI (Chevalier-Boisvert et al.,
2019) environment to design a “blindfolded” nav-
igation task, where only the initial layout of the
environment, a language instruction, and an action
sequence which completes the task are available
during model pretraining. This agent can follow the
instructions by memorizing the action sequences
it has seen during pretraining, or by constructing
and updating abstract environmental representa-
tions and then picking next moves based on these
representations. Although the model has no prior
knowledge about the intermediate layouts of the
environment (i.e., non-initial layouts), our prob-
ing results demonstrate that a trained model learns
internal representations of the intermediate layouts.
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Language  Instruction: “go to the grey key”

(A) (B) (C)

“Turn Left” “Move Forward”

Figure 1: A demonstration of a language-conditioned navigation task in BabyAI GoToLocal level (Chevalier-
Boisvert et al., 2019) where an agent (i.e., red triangle) needs to navigate to the target objects specified in the given
instructions. This is an example trajectory where the agent achieves the goal of “go to the grey key”: (A) The board
is randomly initialized with the agent and 8 objects. (B) The agent navigates in the environment to try to approach
the target object. (C) The agent keeps navigating until it reaches the target object.

In this navigation task, there are three compo-
nents – layouts of the environment, language in-
structions, and action sequences – each of which
can impact the emergence of abstract state repre-
sentations in embodied sequence modeling. We
further raise the question: what role do language
instructions play in the emergence of such repre-
sentations? We ablate with regards to the presence
or absence of language instructions during model
training, and train probes to recover the interme-
diate environmental layouts. We observe that lan-
guage instructions indeed facilitate the emergence
of abstract environmental representations.

To sum up, we present three contributions: (1)
we demonstrate that abstract state representations
do emerge via embodied sequence modeling in the
BabyAI navigation task; (2) we study the impacts
of language instructions in the emergence of such
representations, and find that language instructions
can strengthen such emergence in embodied se-
quence modeling; (3) we show that a model trained
with only the initial environment layout learns in-
ternal representations of the environment and can
perform competitively against a model trained with
all the available information, which supports the
promise of sequence modeling objectives for deci-
sion making problems.

2 Related Work

Decision Making via Sequence Modeling. In-
spired by the success of sequence modeling in lan-
guage models, some recent work (Janner et al.,

2021; Chen et al., 2021a; Li et al., 2022; Zeng et al.,
2023; Wu et al., 2023) formulates decision mak-
ing problems using sequence modeling by treating
actions as tokens. Although decision making via
sequence modeling has shown impressive perfor-
mance on downstream tasks, sequence modeling
objective does not explicitly drive the models to
learn abstract and updatable representations of en-
vironments, which have been shown to be essential
for solving decision making problems (Yang and
Nachum, 2021; Hafner et al., 2020). Thus, in or-
der to further understand why decision making via
sequence modeling is successful despite minimal
inductive biases, in this work we examine whether
the sequence modeling objective leads to the emer-
gence of such representations of environments.

Probing Transformer-based architectures.
Though sequence modeling has been shown to
be successful in language modeling (Raffel et al.,
2020; Sanh et al., 2022), image modeling (Doso-
vitskiy et al., 2021), and decision making (Janner
et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Pashevich et al., 2021),
it remains unknown whether such training results
in models that encode rich abstractions or rather
simply model surface statistics of their domains.
Probing is one standard tool (Tenney et al., 2019;
Li et al., 2023; Alain and Bengio, 2016) used to
understand the internal representations of neural
networks. A probe is a classifier that is trained
to predict some salient features from the internal
activations of a model. If a trained probe can
accurately predict a feature of interest, it suggests
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that a representation of this feature is encoded in
the internal activations of this model.

Such work has suggested that sequence model-
ing of language tokens leads to representations of
abstract concepts such as syntax (Hewitt and Liang,
2019; Tenney et al., 2019) and even non-linguistic
notions such as of colors and directions (Patel and
Pavlick, 2021; Abdou et al., 2021). Such findings
suggest that sequence modeling over embodied do-
mains (like we study here) could similarly result
in abstractions over states and actions. We utilize
probes to recover the intermediate layouts of the
environment to understand whether decision mak-
ing via sequence modeling can automatically learn
grounded representations of the environments.

Othello-GPT (Li et al., 2023) shows that a
GPT (Radford et al., 2019) learned to model Oth-
ello game moves learns internal representations
of board states. That work assumes fixed initial
layout, which is different from most real-world
tasks. In our work, we use the BabyAI (Chevalier-
Boisvert et al., 2019) environment, which considers
random initial layouts, to investigate whether se-
quence modeling leads to emergence of grounded
representations of environments.

3 Embodied Sequence Modeling

3.1 Problem Setup

In this work, we consider the following scenario:
given a task specified by natural language instruc-
tions, an agent needs to predict next actions based
on past experiences (e.g. previous states, actions
taken) to complete the task. This process can be
formulated as embodied sequence modeling, where
each input (e.g. states, actions, language instruc-
tions) is represented in the form of tokens. The
sequence first defines a task via a language instruc-
tion and the initial environmental layout. During
training, it then demonstrates how the task can be
completed via a sequence of actions (and optionally
the corresponding intermediate states). Formally,
we define embodied sequence modeling as next
(action) token prediction task:

max
θ

logPθ(at∣g, st, ht−1)
which aims to maximize the likelihood of the next
action token at given the state token at current
timestep st, language instruction tokens g and past
experiences ht−1 = {si, ai}t−1i=1 . We train our se-
quence modeling framework by optimizing the

above objective over a dataset D = {(τk, gk)}Nk=1,
which holds a set of (trajectory, goal) pairs. Each
trajectory τ

k includes a sequence of states {si}Ti=1
and actions {ai}Ti=1 that records how the agent suc-
cessfully reaches the corresponding goal gk, where
T is the length of a trajectory.

3.2 BabyAI
We seek to understand whether embodied sequence
modeling leads to the emergence of abstract inter-
nal representations of the environment. We use the
BabyAI (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2019) environ-
ment as a testbed to investigate this. The goal in
this environment is to control an agent to navigate
and interact in an N ×N grid to follow the given
language instructions (e.g., “go to the yellow key”).
The state of BabyAI is a symbolic observation of
the grid, where each grid cell is represented by
two attributes: the type and color of the object. At
each timestep, the agent can take an action (e.g.,
“turn left”, “move forward”) based on the current
state of the grid (Figure 1). Since this environment
is synthetic, we can generate arbitrary amount of
data and ensure that there is no overlap. This en-
vironment also has a fixed mapping between the
intermediate layout and a pair of initial layout and
action sequence, which facilitates our following
use of probes to reconstruct the intermediate states.

3.3 Sequence Modeling Setups in BabyAI
In this section, we introduce two sequence mod-
eling setups in BabyAI, namely the Regular setup
and the Blindfolded setup.

Regular setup: The objective is to predict next
actions based on all the information at the current
and the previous steps provided explicitly including
intermediate states si which are computed using
the BabyAI environment: P (at∣g, st, ht−1), where
ht−1 = {si, ai}t−1i=1 . Note that st is computed exter-
nal to the sequence model by interacting with the
BabyAI environment given ht−1.

“Blindfolded” setup: The objective is to pre-
dict next actions based on the language instruc-
tion, prior actions, and only the initial state:
P (at∣g, s1, {ai}t−1i=1). In this case, the current state
is not fed to the model explicitly. By comparing
task completion performance of this setup against
the regular setup, we hope to gain insights into
whether these sequence models are able to inter-
nally reconstruct the intermediate states implicitly
in order to determine the right next actions to take.
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Figure 2: An overview of our model architecture. Our Transformer-based sequence model trains on a sequence
of states, actions and language instruction tokens, with the objective of predicting next action tokens given past
experiences and the language instruction.

4 Methods

4.1 Architecture and Model training
We build our embodied sequence modeling frame-
work with a Transformer-based architecture, in
which we can process heterogeneous data (e.g. nat-
ural language instructions, states and actions) as
sequences and autoregressively model the state-
action trajectories with causal attention masks.

Figure 2 illustrates the regular setup where the
model is given the current state and the full his-
tory of state-action pairs, along with a natural
language instruction, to predict the next action.
We denote the input I to our model as a tuple(g1∶m, s1∶T , a1∶T−1) of the goal, state and action
sequence, where the goal g is composed of m nat-
ural language tokens. Additionally, we prepend
a [BOS] token to the action sequence to facilitate
autoregressive action prediction:

I = (g1, .., gm, s1, [BOS], s2, a1, ..., sT , aT−1)
To employ a neural network for sequence model-

ing, we need to first embed the language, state, and
action inputs into the model’s latent space of dimen-
sion d. We learn two embedding lookup tables to
project the language tokens and action inputs into
fixed-length vectors of dimension d, respectively.
Each state observation s is represented by N ×N
grid cells. Each cell is described by the discrete
object type and color attributes, which are embed-
ded separately and concatenated into a fixed-length

embedding vector. To encode a state, we apply a
two-layer convolutional neural network with same
padding, flatten the output feature map across all
grid cells, and project it to a d-dimensional em-
bedding with a 3-layer MLP. We use sinusoidal
embedding to encode positional and temporal in-
formation for the language, action, and state tokens.
Our sequence model, a Transformer with causal at-
tention masks, is trained end-to-end by minimizing
the cross-entropy loss between the predicted and
ground-truth actions.

Prior works (Chen et al., 2021a; Janner et al.,
2021) formulate sequential decision making as a
sequence modeling problem. They train a policy
with GPT architecture (Radford et al., 2019), which
shares the same objective (i.e. next action token
prediction) as ours. Thus, both regular and “blind-
folded” sequence modeling (see Section 3.3) can
serve as policies conditioned on natural language
instructions, by setting I to include all the observed
states and actions up to the current time step t. We
can then evaluate the sequence models using the
standard BabyAI decision making benchmarks.

4.2 Probes for Internal Representations of
Environmental Layouts

Once we have models trained to perform a
language-conditioned navigation task, we train sim-
ple classifiers as probes (Tenney et al., 2019; Alain
and Bengio, 2016) to explore whether the internal
activations of a trained model contain representa-
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Figure 3: An overview of our probing pipeline. We train
a 2-layer MLP probe to reconstruct intermediate states
from the internal activations in our model.

tions of abstract environmental states (e.g., current
board layouts). If the trained probes can accurately
reconstruct the current state when it is not explic-
itly given to the model (e.g., in the “blindfolded”
setup), it suggests that abstract state representations
can emerge during model’s pretraining. As illus-
trated in Figure 3, we denote the internal activations
of the t-th action token after the l-th Transformer
layer as x

l
t. During training, the internal activa-

tions are passed into a 2-layer MLP to reconstruct
the state st+1, and the objective is to minimize the
cross-entropy loss between the reconstructed and
ground-truth states.

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Pretraining Data & Model Variants

Data generation. We select GoToLocal (Figure
1) and MiniBossLevel (Figure A1 in Appendix)
levels in BabyAI (Chevalier-Boisvert et al., 2019).
The GoToLocal environment has a layout of 8 × 8
grids (including the walls) in a single room. Each
task involves a single goal, namely navigating to
the target object. To validate the generality of our
observations, we also use the MiniBossLevel en-
vironment (see Figure A1 in the appendix), which
has a layout of 9 × 9 grids separated into four
rooms. The rooms are connected by lockable doors.
The tasks are compositional, which may involve
solving multiple sub-goals sequentially (e.g., tog-
gle the door then pick up an object). In order to
solve the tasks in both environments, the sequence
model needs to ground the object descriptions in
the language instructions into object attributes and
their locations in the “grid-world” environment.

For both environments, we create 1M training
trajectories respectively, each of which consists of
a language instruction, a state sequence, and an
action sequence. We use the BOT agent (Chevalier-

Boisvert et al., 2019) to generate trajectories. We
select the trajectories that successfully solve the
final tasks, and discard the rest.

Complete-State Model simulates the regular
setup of sequence modeling in BabyAI (Section
3.3). Thus, this model predicts next actions based
on all the information at current and previous steps:
P (at∣g, st, ht−1), where ht−1 = {si, ai}t−1i=1 .

Missing-State Model simulates the “blindfolded”
setup. Therefore, this model predicts next actions
based on the language instruction, prior actions,
and only the initial state: P (at∣g, s1, {ai}t−1i=1). In
practice, we observe this vanilla setup is too chal-
lenging as the model lacks sufficient information to
understand the language instructions. We therefore
choose to additionally provide the last state right
before the agent solves the task for 50% of the time
during training. During evaluation, we always only
pass in initial states.

5.2 Probing Setup

Data for probing. To train the probes, we re-
use the 1M trajectories used for pretraining the
sequence models. We then collect 100K trajecto-
ries each for the validation and test sets to evaluate
the trained probes. Following, we pass the trajecto-
ries of each split, paired with corresponding goals,
to the pretrained Complete-/Missing-State models,
and extract internal activations for action tokens.
For each input, we randomly sample a timestep t
and retrieve t-th action token’s internal activations
x
l
t in each Transformer layer l. To focus on whether

Missing-State model learns internal representations
of intermediate states, we only sample from t > 1
— otherwise the Missing-State model can directly
access ground-truth state information through s1.

Probe metrics. We design three types of metrics
to cover different aspects of states: (1) Agent-Loc:
Agent locations are represented as discrete (x, y)
coordinates on the grid. Location prediction can
thus be framed as classification (e.g. 6 × 6 classes
for GoToLocal, since we ignore the walls), from
which we report the classification accuracy. (2)
Board-Type/Color: We measure the probing classi-
fiers’ performance on predicting the object type and
color attributes for all cells on the grid. An empty
cell has the object type background. GoToLocal
has 6 types and 6 colors, while MiniBossLevel has
7 types (door is the extra object) and 6 colors. We
report the mean average precision (mAP) over all
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Random Init. Agent-Loc Board-Type Board-Color Neighbor-Type Neighbor-Color

Initial State n/a 7.4 82.2 80.1 39.8 23.2

Complete-State Model
✓ 10.2 27.4 21.2 47.7 31.7

97.8 56.6 48.5 84.4 83.4

Missing-State Model
✓ 10.2 24.4 19.7 47.8 31.8

99.5 64.4 67.4 75.2 75.1

Table 1: Probing results comparing Missing- and Complete-State models on GoToLocal. We report accuracy for
Agent-Loc, and mean Average Precision for Board-Type/-Color and Neighbor-Type/-Color. For each metric, we
show the best performance over all Transformer layers. We observe that compared to Complete-State model which
achieves high mAP on reconstructing local state information (i.e. Neighbor-Type/-Color), Missing-State model has
a better understanding of global state information (i.e. Agent-Loc and Board-Type/-Color). “Random Init.” refers to
a randomly initialized sequence model without training.

object types and colors respectively, to account for
the class imbalance (e.g., most cells belong to the
background). (3) Neighbor-Type/Color: We report
the same mAP but only consider the 3 × 3 neigh-
borhood of the agent. This is to test whether the
model can track the change in the neighborhood of
agent, which are presumably more important for
decision making than other cells on the board.

Randomly initialized baseline is a probe trained
on a sequence model with random weights. If the
trained probes can outperform this baseline, it im-
plies the effectiveness of embodied sequence mod-
eling on the emergence of state representations.

Initial-state baseline is to always predict the ini-
tial state, without considering the actions taken by
the agent. Intuitively, this baseline would perform
strongly for Board-Type and Board-Color, since
only the agent and the objects it has interacted with
change from the initial states. However, we expect
it to perform poorly on inferring agent location and
its neighboring objects.

5.3 Model Hyperparameters

We instantiate our embodied sequence model with
a causal Transformer. It has 6 layers, 8 attention
heads, and uses a 768-dimensional hidden size.
We train the Transformer model with Adam op-
timizer. We choose the set of hyperparameters
based on validation performances for the corre-
sponding tasks. In the probing experiment, we use
a 2-layer MLP probe and optimize it with Adam
with a learning rate of 1e-4. All experiments, in-
cluding Complete- and Missing-State model pre-
training and probe training, are performed on a
single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090. More details
of hyperparameters are elaborated in Appendix A.

6 Results

We first investigate how different input modalities
impact the emergence of abstract state represen-
tations. We then evaluate model performance on
language-conditioned navigation tasks and demon-
strate that Missing-State model performs compet-
itively when compared to Complete-State model
which is trained with all available information.

6.1 Role of Intermediate State Observations
in the Emergence of State Representations

We first perform probing on the internal activations
of a pretrained Complete-State model and a pre-
trained Missing-State model. If a probe can accu-
rately recover certain state properties, we consider
the information as being encoded in the internal
activations. Note that we expect the internal acti-
vations of a pretrained Complete-State model to
encode state representations, since it has access to
the current states as part of its input.

Results on GoToLocal. As shown in Table 1,
after pretraining, both Complete-State model and
Missing-State model can significantly outperform
randomly initialized baselines on probing state
properties. For Complete-state model, while the
current state is explicitly fed to the model as part
of its input, the poor performance of the randomly
initialized weights confirms that this information
is not trivially preserved in its internal activations –
the model needs to be properly pretrained for that
to happen. For Missing-State model, even though
the current states are not explicitly given, they can
be reconstructed reasonably well from the model’s
internal representations.

In fact, probes of Missing-State model perform
better on reconstructing global state information
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Figure 4: Probing results of the impact of intermediate state observations over Transformer Layers on GoToLocal.

Random Init. Agent-Loc Board-Type Board-Color Neighbor-Type Neighbor-Color

Initial State n/a 19.1 78.5 85.1 34.9 24.2

Complete-State Model
✓ 19.5 26.6 32.5 49.7 35.1

99.7 66.9 44.4 98.5 71.9

Missing-State Model
✓ 15.8 26.3 32.5 49.9 35.2

99.0 61.6 41.1 74.7 47.1

Table 2: Probing results on MiniBossLevel. We report accuracy for Agent-Loc, and mean Average Precision
for Board-Type/-Color and Neighbor-Type/-Color. For each metric, we take the best performance over different
Transformer layers. We observe that Missing-State model performs worse than Complete-State model, but much
better than the random baseline. We attribute the performance drop from Complete-State to Missing-State to the
complexity of MiniBossLevel environment, which makes the emergence of state representations more difficult.

(i.e., Agent-Loc and Board-Type/-Color) than those
of Complete-State model. We speculate one pos-
sible reason is that, in Complete-State model, the
prediction of next action could “access” the cur-
rent state which is encoded as part of the input
sequence, whereas for Missing-state model, the in-
ternal activation of the last action has to encode
this information. Perhaps related to this hypothe-
sis, the internal activations (of the last action) in
Complete-State model can focus more on the infor-
mation (e.g., the local neighborhood of the agent)
critical for the path planning that complements to
the global layout information. This may explain
why we observe probes of Complete-State model
achieving better performance on local state infor-
mation reconstruction (i.e. Neighbor-Type/-Color).

Figure 4 illustrates probing accuracy over dif-
ferent Transformer layers. For both models, we
observe obvious trends on all metrics. In general,
from bottom to top Transformer layers, Complete-
State model encode less global state information,
and Missing-State model encode less local state in-
formation but more global state information. One
hypothesis for such trends is that the top Trans-
former layers in Complete-State model mainly
work as a policy for decision making, and those
layers in Missing-State model mainly works on

inferring the intermediate states.

Results on MiniBossLevel. Based on Table 2,
we observe that the probes of both pretrained
Complete- and Missing-State models can recon-
struct the intermediate states reasonably well, in
that both outperform the randomly initialized base-
lines significantly on the probing performance. We
find that Complete-State model can capture both lo-
cal and global state information better than Missing-
State model, which we conjecture might be due to
the fact that Complete-State model has access to
the current state at each timestep, and the environ-
ment layout is more complex than GoToLocal. In
both GoToLocal and MiniBossLevel, the probes of
Missing-State models can effectively recover the in-
termediate states signicantly better than the random
baseline, which demonstrates the emergence of ab-
stract intermediate states in Missing-State models.

6.2 Role of Language Instructions in the
Emergence of State Representations

To study how language instructions impact the
emergence of internal representations of states, we
pretrain a Complete-State model and a Missing-
State model without passing in language instruc-
tions. Since models trained this way cannot per-
form language-conditioned navigation task, we en-
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Random Init. Instruction Agent-Loc Board-Type Board-Color Neighbor-Type Neighbor-Color

Initial State n/a n/a 7.4 82.2 80.1 39.8 23.2

Complete-State Model
✓ ✓ 10.2 27.4 21.2 47.7 31.7

72.2 39.2 20.3 63.5 42.9
✓ 97.8 56.6 48.5 84.4 83.4

Missing-State Model
✓ ✓ 10.2 24.4 19.7 47.8 31.8

88.1 44.3 21.4 62.0 40.9
✓ 99.5 64.4 67.4 75.2 75.1

Table 3: Probing results showing the impact of language instructions on the emergence of abstract state representa-
tions on GoToLocal. We report accuracy for Agent-Loc, and mean Average Precision for Board-Type/-Color and
Neighbor-Type/-Color. For each metric, we take the best performance over different Transformer layers. We observe
that training without language instructions leads to performance drop on state information recovery. “Instruction”
column specifies whether the probed sequence model is trained with language instructions.

sure that both models converge on the training tra-
jectories based on training loss curves. Next, we
use the same probing pipeline as Section 6.1 to
explore internal representations of states learned
by models trained without language instructions.

Results. As shown in Table 3, both Complete-
State model and Missing-State model trained with-
out language instruction can recover state infor-
mation significantly better than models without
pretraining. This is another piece of evidence that
sequence modeling is capable of learning internal
representations of states. However, when the lan-
guage instruction is absent during pretraining, the
models struggle to recover state information as ac-
curately as the models trained with language in-
structions, which reflects that language instructions
play an important role in the emergence of internal
state representations. We also notice that language
instructions are essential for learning object types
and colors of the cells. Since this information only
occurs in language instructions, the models trained
without instructions cannot reconstruct object types
or colors of the grid cells as accurately as the mod-
els trained with instructions. In all, we observe that
language instructions are essential for the emer-
gence of abstract state representations.

6.3 Blindfolded Navigation Performance

Experimental results in Sections 6.1 and 6.2 demon-
strate that embodied sequence modeling does lead
to emergence of internal state representations. We
further explore the practical implications of the
emergence of internal state representations by eval-
uating pretrained Complete- and Missing-State
models on both GoToLocal and MiniBossLevel.

Evaluation Benchmark. We create 108 evalu-
ation tasks for GoToLocal, and 512 evaluation
tasks for MiniBossLevel, each task corresponds
to a distinct random seed, which defines the en-
vironmental layout and the instruction. The num-
ber of training trajectories and the number of eval-
uation tasks are comparable to what were origi-
nally used by BabyAI. To ensure that our evalu-
ation tasks test a trained model’s generalization
behavior, we hold out a subset of objects and a
grid sub-region for GoToLocal when creating the
training set, and only use them in the evaluation set
(see Appendix B.1 for more details). Since Mini-
BossLevel’s task space is much larger, we directly
perform random sampling when creating the eval-
uation set and make sure no duplicate tasks and
object layouts appear in the training dataset.

Evaluation Metrics. We consider: (1) Success
rate: the proportion of tasks that the agent is able to
accomplish within 64 steps. (2) Steps-to-Success:
the average number of steps the agent takes when
it is able to follow a given instruction successfully.

Results on GoToLocal. We train Complete-
/Missing- State models with 3 random initializa-
tions and report the average performance. We
also report the average performance of a ran-
dom policy over 3 seeds. In Figure 5a, we ob-
serve that Missing-State model performs competi-
tively against Complete-State model, even though
Missing-State model only has access to the non-
initial/last states during its training. This aligns
with our expectation that a model which learns
internal representations of states can utilize such
representations to predict next actions.

Results on MiniBossLevel. In Figure 5b, we
observe that the success rate of Missing-State
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Figure 5: Evaluation Performance on GoToLocal (a) and MiniBossLevel (b). Higher success rates and fewer steps
to success suggest better performance. In both levels, Complete-State and Missing-State models can significantly
outperform random policy. We also observe that, without intermediate states, Missing-State models can still achieve
competitive performance against Complete-State models on both metrics.

model is lower than that of Complete-State model,
while both are significantly higher than the ran-
dom policy. This is in line with our probing re-
sults on GoToLocal where Missing-State model is
able to reconstruct intermediate states better than
the randomly initialized baseline, but worse than
Complete-State model. We also notice that the ex-
perimental results reflect MiniBossLevel is a more
challenging environment, as the success rate of
Complete-State model in MiniBossLevel is signifi-
cantly lower than that of Complete-State model in
GoToLocal. In all, in both GoToLocal and Mini-
BossLevel, Missing-State models perform competi-
tively against Complete-State models, which serves
as further evidence that emergence of internal rep-
resentations of states are important for next action
prediction in emboded sequence modeling.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a series of analyses on
whether and how state representations emerge in
models trained with the embodied sequence model-

ing objective in a language-conditioned navigation
task. We find that even when intermediate states
(i.e., non-initial/last states) are missing during mod-
els’ pretraining, the models can still learn to infer
the intermediate states, implying that these models
automatically learn internal representations of in-
termediate states. Based on this observation, we
further investigate the impact of each input com-
ponent during pretraining on the emergence of in-
ternal state representations for sequence modeling.
We observe that language instructions are essential
for the models to understand basic affordances of
objects and for recovering complete state informa-
tion. Last, we show the importance of emergent
state representations with the finding that the model
trained without intermediate states performs com-
petitively against the model trained with complete
state information. We hope our work has provided
useful insights of the capabilities of sequence mod-
eling for decision making in complex environments
and values for future designs of decision making
via sequence modeling.
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Limitations

We perform sequence modeling pretraining and
probing experiments on GoToLocal and Mini-
BossLevel levels. Future work includes evaluating
our sequence models in more challenging BabyAI
levels or even other environments that simulate
real-world settings. Thus, the models need to un-
derstand more diverse text-object correlations and
infer more involved intermediate states by learning
a complex internal world model. While we believe
our methodology can be applied to more challeng-
ing environments, our architecture assumes lan-
guage instructions as inputs, which may limit the
possible choices of environments.
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A Hyperparameters

Hyperparameters Values

# Transformer Layers 6
Embedding Dim 768
Symbolic Embedding Dim 32
# Attention Heads 8
Nonlinearity GELU
Optimizer Adam

Learning Rate
3e-5 Complete-State Model
1e-5 Missing-State Model

Dropout 0.1

Epochs
50 Complete-State Model
100 Missing-State Model

Batch Size 128
Context Size 64
Max Step Threshold 64
Max Episode Length 64
Max Goal Length 10

Table A1: Hyperparameters for pretraining on GoToLo-
cal

Hyperparameters Values

# Transformer Layers 6
Embedding Dim 768
Symbolic Embedding Dim 32
# Attention Heads 8
Nonlinearity GELU
Optimizer Adam

Learning Rate
3e-5 Complete-State Model
1e-4 Missing-State Model

Dropout 0.1

Epochs
50 Complete-State Model
150 Missing-State Model

Batch Size 128
Context Size 64
Max Step Threshold 64
Max Episode Length 64
Max Goal Length 50

Table A2: Hyperparameters for pretraining on Mini-
BossLevel

B Additional Details and Experiments:
GoToLocal

B.1 Evaluation Set Generation
Since GoToLocal environment is relatively simple,
1M training trajectories may cover a significant
fraction of different possible configurations, thus
leading to leakage from the training set to the test
set and hindering the measurement of generaliza-
tion. Thus, we design a held-out set based on the

Hyperparameters Values

# MLP Layers 2
Embedding Dim 768
Learning Rate 1e-4
Optimizer Adam
Epochs 200
Batch Size 128

Table A3: Hyperparameters for Probing Experiments

target objects and their locations. Out of 18 color-
object combinations, we withhold 3 color-object
combinations in training trajectories, but use them
in test trajectories. Further, 3 color-object combi-
nations can be placed anywhere in the grid. The
remaining 12 color-object combinationswill not be
placed in a predefined quadrant in training trajec-
tories, but is allowed to be placed in this quadrant
in test trajectories. Based on the held-out rules,
we randomly produce a test set of 108 trajectories,
where there are 6 trajectories for each of the 18
color-object combinations (i.e., there are 6 colors,
and 3 object types for the target object candidates).
This set of evaluation trajectories is thus designed
to check for compositional generalizability over
object types and object colors.

B.2 Roles of Actions in the Emergence of
Abstract State Representations

In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we have looked into the
roles of intermediate states and language instruc-
tions in emergent internal representations of states
for action sequence modeling. What if we take one
more step further by removing everything except
actions? Under this scenario, learning to infer inter-
mediate states is quite challenging, since the initial
layouts will vary in our language-conditioned nav-
igation task. To deal with this issue, we fix the
initial layout and investigate how much state infor-
mation can be recovered from internal activations
of models trained with only actions. We hypothe-
size language instructions would introduce signals
about complete information (i.e., colors and object
types) of target objects. To test this, we further
explore the scenario when both language instruc-
tions and actions are available during the models’
pretraining in this fixed layout setting.

Setup. We train two models: Action-Only model,
which observes only actions, and Instruction-
Action model, which observes both language in-
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Language  Instruction: “open the red door behind you 
and put the key next to the red ball”

(A) (B) (C)

“Turn Left”
...

“Pickup Key”

“Move Forward”
...

“Put Key”

Figure A1: A demonstration of language-conditioned navigation task in BabyAI MiniBoss level (Chevalier-Boisvert
et al., 2019) where an agent (i.e., red triangle) needs to complete multiple tasks sequentially. This is an example
trajectory where the agent achieves the goal of “open the red door behind you and put the key next to the red ball”:
(A) The board with four rooms is randomly initialized with the agent and several objects. (B) The agent navigates on
the board to approach and pick up the key. (C) The agent keeps navigating until it puts the key next to the red ball.

Agent-Loc Neighbor-Occupancy Neighbor-Object Neighbor-Color

Initial State 12.1 50.0 32.8 16.7
Action-Only Model 44.0 87.1 55.8 42.4
Instruction-Action Model 46.2 88.1 61.3 45.1

Table A4: Probing results showing the impact of both actions and language instructions on the emergence of abstract
state representations in the fixed layout setting of GoToLocal. We report accuracy for Agent-Loc, and mean Average
Precision for Neighbor-Type/-Color/-Occupancy. For each metric, we take the best performance over different
Transformer layers. When no state information is provided, language instructions can still help models learn internal
representations of states. Especially, we find the performance gaps are smaller on Board/Neighbor-Occupancy and
grow larger when the state information to recover is related to object types and colors, which are only included in
language instructions.

structions and actions. For model pretraining, we
generate 10K trajectories on a fixed initial layout in
our language-conditioned navigation task, where
each trajectory represents a path from agent’s
spawn location to a target object. For probing
experiments, we generate 1K trajectories as test
trajectories. We then randomly sample 10 steps
from each training trajectory and 10 steps from
each test trajectory as the training and test data 2.
We focus on recovering the cells in agent’s 3 ×
3 neighborhood (Neighbor-Type/Color in Section
5.2) since this is a fixed initial layout setting and
recovering the whole grid would be much easier.

Additional probe metrics. To understand the
role of language, we not only probe for color/object

2To mitigate the concern of data leakage in training and
test sets, we fixed the first 6 actions during the generation of
trajectories in test set. With this approach, theoretically, the
overlap ratio between training set and test set is 1

36
≈ 0.14%.

information for the cells, but also the occupancy
of the cells (i.e., whether a cell is occupied by an
object, agent, or a wall). We denote this metric as
Neighbor-Occupancy.

Results. Based on the experimental results
shown in Table A4, we observe that when state
information is completely missing, a model trained
with language instructions learns internal represen-
tations of states better than a model trained without
instructions when it is provided with all types of
state information. However, the gaps are small
when the state information is related to the basic
affordances of objects (i.e., occupancy of cells),
but the gaps are significantly large when the state
information is related to colors and object types of
the cells. This aligns with our expectations, since
there is no signal containing the color or object
type when the model is trained without language
instructions. In all, we find that, in the fixed layout
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Agent-Loc Board-Type Board-Color Neighbor-Type Neighbor-Color

Complete-State Model - Random Init. 10.2 27.4 21.2 47.7 31.7
Complete-State Model - State Encoder 100.0 73.0 78.7 85.5 84.7
Complete-State Model 97.8 56.6 48.5 84.4 83.4

Missing-State Model - Random Init. 10.2 24.4 19.7 47.8 31.8
Missing-State Model - State Encoder 26.6 41.7 46.6 46.6 33.2
Missing-State Model 99.5 64.4 67.4 75.2 75.1

Table A5: Probing results showing the role of Transformer layers in learning abstract state representations on
GoToLocal. We report accuracy for Agent-Loc, and mean Average Precision for Board-Type/-Color and Neighbor-
Type/-Color. For each metric, we take the best performance over different Transformer layers. We observe that
Transformer layers of Complete-State model function as a policy, while those of Missing-State model function to
infer intermediate states.“Random Init.” stands for randomly initialized baselines. “State Encoder” stands for state
encoder baselines.

scenario, language instructions are beneficial for
the emergence of understanding basic affordances
of objects, and are particularly essential for the
emergence of learning grounded information, such
as colors and object types.

B.3 Role of Intermediate State Observations
over all Transformer Layers

Figure A3. illustrates the probing accuracy over
different transformer layers on all metrics. We ob-
serve that probes trained on Missing-State model
can achieve higher accuracy on global state recov-
ery (i.e. Agent-Loc and Board-Type/-Color), while
Complete-State model pays more attention to local
state information (i.e. Neighbor-Type/-Color).

B.4 Role of the Transformer Block in
Embodied Sequence Models

Finally, we validate if the abstract state representa-
tions emerge from the Transformer block, or simply
from the encoded representation of the observed
states. We establish a state encoder baseline, which
is a probe trained on the outputs directly obtained
from the state encoder (i.e., before passing into
Transformer block). Note that the state encoder
baseline of Complete-State model takes the cor-
responding state for each time step as the input;
while that of Missing-State model always takes in
the initial state as the input for any timesteps.

Table A5 reports results for state encoder base-
lines on pretrained Complete- and Missing-State
models. We start with observations on Complete-
State model: compared to the state encoder base-
line, the reconstruction accuracy in Transformer
block is significantly lower for global board infor-
mation (Board-Type / -Color), but remains simi-
lar for local board information (Neighbor-Type /

-Color). This suggests that the Transformer block
retains local information that is critical for predic-
tions, and learns to discard irrelevant information
from the encoded states. Note that the state encoder
baseline of Complete-State model serves as an “up-
per bound” since it has access to the per-step state
information as its input.

For Missing-State model, the state encoder base-
line performs poorly since the state encoder does
not have access to the action sequence but only
has the initial board information, which is not suffi-
cient to infer the intermediate states. The gains over
the state encoder baseline are consistent for global
and local states, indicating that (1) the Transformer
block encodes intermediate states; (2) simply car-
rying over the initial state to future steps is not
sufficient, even for the global board information.
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Figure A2: Full Probing Results of the Impact of Instructions over Transformer Layers on GoToLocal. Left:
Complete State Model. Right: Missing State Model.
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Figure A3: GoToLocal: Probing results of the impact
of intermediate states over Transformer Layers on all
metrics.
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